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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Psychiatric hospitalization remains an essential element in the continuum of mental health
care for patients in psychiatric crisis.1,2,3,4 At a minimum, intensive care in a psychiatric bed
allows time for stabilization of acute psychiatric symptoms, much as intensive care in a cardiac bed promotes stabilization of acute cardiac symptoms.5
In the era of state mental hospital closures that began in the mid-1900s and has continued
without pause through today, the number of state psychiatric beds for such care has plunged
more than 96%. In 1955, the peak of state hospitalization, there were 560,000 beds available for an estimated 3.3 million American adults living with serious mental illness and other disabilities. By
“Reduction in LOS has resulted
early 2016, there were slightly fewer than 38,000 beds
in a concern about ‘quicker
for 8.1 million people with the same conditions.6,7,8,9

but sicker’ with regard to
psychiatric patients’ continuing
acute symptoms and need for
intensive nursing services at
hospital discharge.”
J.S. Lyons et al.
Predicting readmission to the psychiatric
hospital in a managed care environment:
Implications for quality indicators.
American Journal of Psychiatry (1997)

The difference between the number of people who need
intensive care to begin recovery and the number of beds
available to serve them is more chasm than gap — a
bed shortage of unparalleled proportions. Those without access to a bed often end up waiting for hospital
admission in emergency rooms, or in jail cells following
arrest, or never receiving hospital care at all.10 At the
same time, families, communities, taxpayers and public
agencies are affected by common consequences of untreated serious mental illness such as increased risk for
homelessness, incarceration, violence and others.

Releasing patients faster creates more bed capacity without requiring new beds. Unsurprisingly, given widespread psychiatric bed shortages and pressure on hospitals to reduce hospitalization costs, length of stay (LOS) has been shrinking for decades. In 1980, the median
LOS for an acute episode of schizophrenia was 42 days.11 By 2013, it was an estimated
seven days.12
At the same time, the rate at which psychiatric patients are readmitted following discharge
has been rising.13,14,15 In short, ever more people are competing for an ever-smaller number
of inpatient beds. Once admitted, they stay ever-shorter periods of time. And, after discharge, they are ever more likely to relapse and be readmitted within weeks or a few months.
Rehospitalization is viewed clinically as a “poor outcome.” Psychiatric patients who are rehospitalized experience reduced continuity of care and quality of life compared with those who
are not. Their caretakers are often demoralized.16
Rehospitalization is also costly, and rehospitalization for serious mental illness is especially
costly. Schizophrenia and mood disorders, including bipolar, account for more readmissions
of Medicaid patients than any other medical conditions.17 Schizophrenia hospitalization alone
cost $11.5 billion in 2013, of which $646 million resulted from readmission within 30 days of
discharge.18,19 The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Hospital Readmissions
Reduction Program has already begun penalizing hospitals for “excess” Medicare readmissions for some conditions. There is no reason to believe similar sanctions will not be forthcoming for “excess” Medicaid rehospitalization.
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“It is especially important
to examine the quality of
care provided in hospitals
with short vs long LOS. If
hospitals achieve shorter
LOS by discharging
patients too early, it is
quite possible that those
hospitals have higher
readmission rates.”
J. S. Harman et al.
Profiling hospitals for length of stay for
treatment of psychiatric disorders.
Journal of Behavioral Health
Services and Research (2004)

Any number of factors impact hospital readmission, many of
them unrelated to clinical aspects of hospitalization.20,21 For
example, a diagnosis of schizophrenia, the most disabling
mental illness, increases the risk of readmission.22 Inadequate bed supplies or restrictive bed-access policies reduce
readmissions simply by rendering beds unavailable, irrespective of clinical circumstances. Meanwhile, access to robust
outpatient and other services following discharge is reported
to lower the risk of rapid rehospitalization.23,24
One clinical factor that has been subjected to repeated academic examination for its possible role in hospital readmission is the question of what role psychiatric length of stay
plays in hospital readmission: Does reducing LOS increase
the rate of rehospitalization by releasing patients at risk for
relapse because they are not fully stabilized?

To date, no consensus or evidence-based guidance has
emerged. Studies of the association typically have been
limited to individual patients in single hospitals or regional
systems, rather than populations. Since the turn of the century, research has rarely considered the experience of public hospitals, where the most
severely ill patients are treated at public expense. Resulting findings and conclusions have
been inconclusive or contradictory.
To analyze psychiatric LOS and rehospitalization rates in a large population of patients being
discharged from comparable facilities, the authors performed a novel comparative analysis
of state hospital data for fiscal year 2015. The data were reported to the Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) as a condition of receiving federal
block grant funds.25 They included LOS for discharged adult patients in 45 states and the
District of Columbia and 30- and 180-day readmission rates in the same states.
The analysis found a statistically significant association between shorter hospital stays and
rapid rehospitalization across the states. Among the findings:
• Patients in states with the shortest LOS were nearly three times more likely to be readmitted into a state hospital within 30 days or 180 days of discharge than patients in
states with the longest LOS.
• Eleven states had a median LOS of two weeks or less. In those states, 1 in 10 patients
(10.8%) was rehospitalized within 30 days of discharge, and slightly more than two in
10 patients (22%) were readmitted within 180 days.
• Nine states had a median LOS of four months or more. In those states, 2.8% (fewer
than three in 100) patients were readmitted within 30 days of discharge, and 7.9%
(fewer than eight in 100) were readmitted within 180 days.
Figure 1 illustrates the pattern. Each point on the graph represents an individual state’s readmission rate at 30 and 180 days as a correlate of the median LOS in its state hospital system.
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Figure 1. 2015 state hospital length of stay
and readmission rates by state
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Because state hospitals are the facilities of last resort and serve only individuals with the
most severe and dangerous symptoms, the association between LOS and rehospitalization
may not be replicated in community and private hospitals, where patients typically have
milder symptoms and may self-admit. However, precisely because state hospitals are legally
obligated to serve their patients at public expense and treat the patients who are most severely compromised by serious mental illness, the association of LOS and readmission is a
matter in which both patients and the general public have a considerable stake.
Ultimately, reducing length of hospital stay is a tactic for reducing the cost of serious mental
illness by providing inpatient treatment to more people without providing more beds. With
no apparent end in sight to the elimination of psychiatric beds and no clear guidance on safe
minimum bed numbers, a clearer understanding of the clinical and economic impacts of this
trend is needed to inform public policy and practice. Patients who are readmitted to state
hospitals do so only after they have relapsed and deteriorated sufficiently to meet civil commitment standards. Often, they recycle through emergency rooms and the criminal justice
and other public systems on the way back to the hospital, to their personal detriment and at
enormous public cost.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The magnitude and impact of these public health issues demand the following actions:
1. Federal funding of research to assess the role of reduced length of stay in
rehospitalization risk for psychiatric patients treated in public and private psychiatric
facilities
2. Federal funding of a comprehensive analysis of the public service costs incurred by
short-stay psychiatric patients who are rapidly rehospitalized, including emergency
medical, criminal justice and homelessness costs that occur in the course of their
relapses
3. Federal funding of an evidence-based assessment of psychiatric bed need in the
United States by bed type, facility and location to provide guidance for supplying a
safe minimum number of beds to meet need
4. Incentivizing the development of new psychiatric hospital beds through measures
such as full repeal of the exclusion of institutions for mental diseases (“IMD Exclusion”)
from Medicaid reimbursement.
Rapid rehospitalization is the outcome of many factors. Given its impact on mental health
recovery and its high public health cost, identifying contributors that might be mitigated to
reduce the rate of readmission is humane, prudent and urgently needed. Length of stay is a
leading candidate for such consideration.
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